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Focused (Series 4)

10 x 30'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. India: Skiing the Mighty Himalayas

Professional skiers Mark Abma and Mike Wilson travel to the war torn region of Kashmir to ski and
explore this exotic land. The skiers discover a place tired of war and welcoming to travellers. They
also ski some really deep powder.

2. Norway Base: Human Flight

Three American base jumpers travel to Norway for a base-jumping mission. The crew meets four
Norwegians and a Frenchmen who teach the Americans about jumping off cliffs in wing suits, and
flying low by objects on the ground.

3. The Powder Hunters of BC

Four professional skiers: Mark Abma, Eric Hjorleifson, James Heim and Chris Rubens travel
around British Columbia with their skis and snowmobiles, looking for good snow to film for
Matchstick Production’s new movie Seven Sunny Days.

4. Mountain Bike the Holy Land

Pro freeriders Cedric Gracia, Brian Lopes and Wayne Goss travel to the deserts of Israel, visit the
Dead Sea, build some large jumps in the desert, and even hand plant a camel.

5. Heli Ski Northern British Columbia

The biggest names in freeskiing spend three weeks skiing and playing in the deep snow.
Stationed at a remote base cabin they use a helicopter to work on their segments for Matchstick’s
movie Seven Sunny Days.

6. The Future in Freestyle Skiing 2007
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Freestyle ski jumping. The heroes of the sport build massive jumps and progress the sport of
skiing while working on their segments for Matchstick’s Seven Sunny Days. The climax is a
Whistler Jump session with a private helicopter and an epic sunset.

7. Kayaking Waterfalls of Iceland, Part I

Three champion Kayakers run spectacular rapids in the geologic wonder of Iceland. The crew
paddles huge waterfalls including the current world record drop. This show is the one you don’t
want to miss!

8. Mountain Bike Argentina

The crew travels to film with phenoms, Andreu and Luis Lacondeguy. The resulting dirt jumping
footage is spectacular and the entire Kona Klump team puts on an epic show. This is mountain
biking action at its finest.

9. In the Wake of Greatness

Wakeboard Radar and Powell. Legends Parks Bonifey and the rest of the Ronix team rip the
hallowed ground of Radar Lake, the esteemed private lake with stellar jib features. They then
travel to Utah and ride amongst the red canyon walls of Lake Powell.

10. Kayaking Waterfalls of Iceland, Part II

The actions continues with three champion Kayakers runing spectacular rapids in Iceland.


